GLoucester v. Cheltenham.

By Wally Fellows.

There were certainly not many smiles among those folk outside in the snow. "To play or not to play?" While committee men begged the players to join them. But as the ref did all the deciding, the smiles of the fans were down apparent.

Not the least of the attractions was the local Salome, who gave an almost bohemian touch to what might have been a mere vulgar mud-brawl. Though this freshman spirit still very well in its place, bit of this Salome will persist inumping the players at half time. She is just asking for something far more drastic than any Apache dance. As to the game, a good one! By Charlie Pely sent the ball over to a large size smile which was hovering on the left wing. Leslie Goddard, the owner of the smile was thus largely instrumental in maintaining the town's ground record.

Just a word of appreciation for Teddy Goodwin (now in sight behind Goddard.) He coughed himself with mud & glory & it is not recommend.